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Chapter 3 "Occupations"

A. State whether the following statements are true or false.

1. Money is required by the people to buy things ................

2. People do different kinds of job to spend money................

3. Weaving and carpentering are not considered as occupations................

4. The work that a person does to earn money is called an occupation or job................

B. Answer the following questions.

1. Describe the job of policemen.

Ans. The job of policemen is to protect the citizens of the country in many ways. Their main duty it is to 

maintain law and order. They investigate crimes and impose fines on them who breaks the rule.

2. Explain the various tasks of a nurse.

Ans. A nurse takes care of patients and make sure that they take their medicines on time. They help the 

doctors and lab technicians. They also maintain regular records of patients.

3. What do mechanics do?

Ans. Mechanics check and repair our vehicles. They also make sure that the engine of a vehicle is 

working smoothly.

C. Thinking skills.(Whom will you call?)

1. If a wooden chair is broken............

2. If a tap is leaking............

3. If an electric socket is not working properly............

4. If you want to get your clothes stitched............

5. If you want to look beautiful............

6. If you have lost your purse............



7. If you are not well............

Note: Do the above given work in your class work copy neatly.

Chapter 2 "Sensing the world"

A. Tick the correct options in each of the following sentence.

1. We see with the help of nose /eyes.

2. Lemon is sweet / sour in taste.

3. Smell of a rose is good / bad.

4. We feel cold / hot in summers.

5. We hear the sound of a ringing bell with the help of our tongue /ears.

B. Answer the following questions.

1. What is a good touch?

2. What is a bad touch?

C. Activity.

Make a chart showing the five sense organs and write their functions.

Note: Do all the work in your class work copy.
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